
This riveting compilation by thirteen 
independent authors tells their journey of pain 
to victory. “I Tasted My Tears Today“ addresses 
times in our lives when we had to look at 
ourselves, face, confront, and tell the truth 
about why we are where we are and what role 
we played in getting there.

ABOUT ME Jessica Vang was born and 
raised in Lansing, Michigan. She is a 
poet, artist, calligraphist, teacher, and an 
inspiring writer. She studied social work 
and psychology at the local community 
college in Indianapolis, Indiana. Her 
completion in a Community Leadership 
Program inspired her to be more involved 
in her community and to support the non-
profit organizations. Jessica is passionate 
about the youth, specifically the young 
girls and young women. She is currently 
designing a program that will focus on 
the development and personal esteem of 
young women.

She has a 1 year old daughter, Ahimi B.Z.. 
She’s special because she was born 3 
months early and is doing awesome!

In her spare time, she enjoys weight 
training, running, painting, or writing. She 
currently resides in Indianapolis, IN with 
her beautiful daughter.

My Career Utopia is... It would consist of 
working with young girls/women and 
assisting them to develop them to find 
their gifts and talents to use productively 
for the glory of God.

My Favorite Life Quote is... “Life is 10% 
what happens to us and 90% is how we 
react to it.”

My Favorite Scripture is... Matthew 6:33 
NLT

My Travel Utopia is... Anywhere with blue/
green water and white sand.

What are the Top 5 things on your Bucket 
List?
• Visit Laos
• Bora Bora or Fuji Island
• Write my own book
• Own a business
• See BeBeautiful come to past

My Tears Today... Those tears are gone. 
Suicide is no longer an option to a 
conclusion of a problem. It’s all about 
perspective on life and knowing who you 
are and whose you are. Repeated tears 
are not an option. New tears from new 
experiences is an exception.

“A New Wineskin”
With the number of children increasing in hospitalized 
for attempted suicidal thoughts and actions and too 
many visited at the cemetery, “A New Wineskin” is a 
necessary truth of a real story that plagued Jess and 
exists to torment people of all ages. Suicide seeks a 
permanent solution for temporary and often very 
personal and private reasons. What is clear is that the 
attempter feels this is the only option they have. It is 
not based on if the person is strong or not but on the 
lack of knowledge, the loss of hope, and the need for 
something they are searching for. Suicide is rooted in 
one, any or all of the following; unmet needs, unhealed 
hurt or unresolved issues. Jess’ struggle with suicide 
almost won. But God. In the end, HE restored her joy, 
hope, love, compassion, and mind. And she is confident; 
HE can do the same for you. Jessica states, “It is my hope 
that after reading my story, your hope will be restored 
and you will know that you are not ever alone.”

What are 3–5 things to take away from your story?
There a few things that I would like the reader to take 
away when reading my chapter and the first one is to 
understand that suicidal thoughts or actions is not a 
sign of just someone needing attention. There is usually 
a deeper root of the issue and until it is identified, the 
thoughts will come back. The second thing is that it is 
okay to be transparent about situations we have gone 
through because it strengthens and heals us as we share 
our story to others. The third thing is, I’d like for people 
to get to know me and who I am bit by bit as they read my 
thoughts and comments through each life experience.
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